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INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT
Phone Systems Today

GOING RESIDENTIAL!
Expanding to Home Surveillance Camera
Systems

Home surveillance camera systems from
Comtex Technologies ensure your family
& property are always safe. Our home
surveillance cameras include live video
monitoring via the internet from any webconnected device.
24-Hour/365 day
continuous, hassle-free recording. Day &
night image viewing with infrared camera
technology. Digital technology with time
& date stamp allowing recording to be
admissible evidence in court. Home video
surveillance is no longer just for the
wealthy. The once expensive equipment
has become more cost effective allowing
homeowners of all budgets the ability to
have peace of mind whether you are at or
away from home.

Call Comtex Today!

Comtex offers three telephone system product
lines, ICON, TOSHIBA, and ALCATEL LUCENT.
All have VOIP options as well as the traditional
or legacy DIGITAL telephone solutions. SO -What exactly is VOIP? The acronym stands for
VOICE (V) packets that are audio files in a digital
format of zeroes and ones OVER (O) or
transmitted by INTERNET PROTCOL (IP) which is
a computer / data format or standard. IT
professionals will like all they hear about VOIP
telephone systems because it all makes sense in
“their world.” BUT, in reality it is only a different
TYPE of telephone (audio) communications
method for the computer industry versus
traditional digital telephonesystems, which use
strange (to them) words and acronyms like KSU,
PBX, MDF, IDF, physical ports, logical ports, PRI,
CO lines, all connected with (even more
amazing to them) only one pair of wires. Surely
4 pairs or 8 wires per phone are better than one
pair....right?
Digital telephones and IP telephones have the
same features available. The MAIN advantage to
VOIP is for remote workers, or when connecting
multiple offices via the INTERNET – hence you
must use voice over INTERNET protocol. This
protocol uses IT infrastructure and software and
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ONE STOP SHOP

Industry Spotlight continued… your

DID YOU KNOW? We do more than
sell and install telephone system
hardware? We sell Security Cameras,
Access Control, Low Voltage Wiring &
can resell almost every telephone carrier
in the state.
Have trouble with
phones? No Problem! Want a camera for
your front desk? We can handle it! Want
to save money on Internet or Local.Long
Distance? We can help with that
too! Why go through the hassle of
having 4 different vendors when you can
call ONE company that can handle it all?

Camera TIP

For All Your Connection Needs

Ty’s Tech Tips!

computer wiring network (or another duplicate
network for the phones) to connect devices
(telephones). So, each time your computer network
goes down, so does your phone. But within the 4
walls for your stand alone building there is no
reason to buy a VOIP system when you have a
separate stand-alone DIGITAL wiring network in
place. Let Comtex help you get The Hook Up and
SAVE YOUR BUSINESS some BIG $$$$!

LIVE Video Feeds – If you were to take a walk
around our office you would find our cameras’
LIVE feed broadcast on no less than 5 HDTVs
spread around the building. These video feeds
are not streaming over our WiFi or the internet
but simply done with multiple feeds via
splitters and amplifiers. Live feeds have NO
network delay or latency observed over
internet feeds. This allows for most all
employees to be aware of the “situation”
anywhere around the building or outside our
offices. We have used this system to quickly
find employees without paging, catch potential
thieves from seeing us as “blind” outside the
building during the day, cut down on
trespassing through our parking lot as well as
illegal parking for multiple offenders, and
allows for brief 1 or 2 minute notice a visitor is
approaching the building and is in the parking
lot.

MAINTAIN YOUR
HOOK UP
Call us today & let's
discuss your options!

Call us for a FREE proposal to install more
HDTVs and create your internal LIVE feed
system or more information about the FREE
apps.
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